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apart from the main attraction of kailash's journey, which is a breath-taking one, the film also showcases
the country's 'prosperous' side, during the pre-independence period. the story line revolves around

political upheaval and the power struggle that arise over the issue of india's inclusion into the british
empires, with the british handling it differently at different times. some of the memorable performances

in the film include mitul mehta as a buddhist monk who takes kailash on his journey; shakti kapoor as the
british resident (who arrives in india as a viceroy), and manoj kumar as the last of the british rulers (who

arrives in india as a colonel). in addition, there are noteworthy supporting performances by kajol,
aishwarya rai, jackie shroff, pooja batra, farida jalal, and boman irani. the film has an interesting frame

story, which complements the journey of kailash. also worth mentioning is the contribution of
cinematographer t.r. ramachandran, who has been making successful cinema films since the '60s. he has

also shot karak khan [1990], and that has been certified as one of the best films of the 1990s.
ramachandran gives the film its unique look, and the editing is particularly innovative. not only does this
film have the characterisation of all the characters, but it also maintains a great pace throughout -- and
manages to keep the viewer consistently interested. if anything, it's the story line of prem ratan dhan
payo that sets it apart from the aforementioned indian adaptations of 'the prisoner of zenda'. the film
revolves around bollywood actor vijay (salman khan) who takes on the persona of a down-trodden and

mentally challenged individual, prem (salman), to live a life of luxury. posing as an orphan and the son of
a truck driver (who plays the role of a mute long-suffering servant of prem's), vijay organizes a lavish

wedding for the couple.
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and that's when prem starts living his own life. the story traces prem's evolution from the pages of a
simpleton, to a boorish but likeable man, to a flawed but vibrant and noble character who endeavours to
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forgive the wife of his friend and mentor (salman) for her sins. as prem becomes a likeable figure, so
does the director. he takes us through the journey of the creative process like few directors do. and his

command over visual aesthetics is ever present. although it is a well-made film, prem ratan dhan payo is
not as impactful. it shows the strong technical finesse of sooraj's earlier films, but lacks the emotions and

romance that were the mainstay of his earlier work. all in all, it's an entertaining film, but only for die-
hard fans of the director and salman khan. if the first three films of the partnership are the perfected

perfection of bollywood, then prem ratan dhan payo is a polished action film. the editing is crisp, and the
music is often lively. based on a true story, the essence of the plot revolves around a popular bollywood
actor vijay (salman khan) who, at the age of 32, gets to play a character called prem (played by salman
khan). the film begins as vijay spends nine years in the town of rajasthan, where prem is a simpleton. in
fact, he is a mute, who cannot read, write or even speak. the film chronicles the journey of vijay as he
plays the part of a boy, living a simple life to his heart's content, in order to pass off as a son of a truck
driver (who plays the role of a mute servant of prem's). the latter is the c.e.o. of the company that vijay

works for. 5ec8ef588b
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